Interactive Headerless Code

For certain Forth applications a few words constitute the user-interface, but the underlying supporting words are useful during development. There should be a simple method of creating headerless words or structures, while still maintaining an interactive environment, and without having to resort to complicated metacompilers, etc.

A simple approach is presented in listing one. Three transient utility words [WAS82] are used to create a definer, HEAD:, which in turn creates TRANSIENT headers. Once the program development process is complete, they are DISPOSED and the dictionary is relinked to any new PERMANENT headers that may have been defined.

Besides saving some memory and providing some application security, this experimental structure may have other uses. For example, it can be extended to allow compilation to extremely fast mass storage; creating virtually linked run-time code, somewhat like non-loading overlays. Then maximum use of Forth's virtual memory management design is possible. Is a 16M byte program that uses only 1K bytes of RAM possible?
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Headerless Code Via Transients

: HEAD:                      ( --- --- )
  ?EXEC HERE TRANSIENT
  <BUILDS
      . IMMEDIATE PERMANENT
  DOES>
      @ STATE @ 
      IF , ELSE EXECUTE THEN :
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Example: transient colon head

```forth
TRANSIENT

: T: ( ——— )
  [ ' : CFA @ ] LITERAL , ];
IMMEDIATE

: T; ( ——— )
  COMPILE ;S [COMPILE] [ PERMANENT ;
  IMMEDIATE

PERMANENT

: HEADED
  ." A headed colon." CR :

HEAD: NO_HEAD
T: ." A headerless one." CR HEADED T;

: TEST ; CR HEADED NO_HEAD ;

DISPOSE

Test run of example

FLOAD TRAN.4TH FLOAD HEADER.4TH

TEST
A headed colon.
A headerless one.
A headed colon.
ok
```